
BLACK OUT
is a video screening part of the exhibition “FILMRISS” taking place in July 2nd to 17th, 2022. 

Endmoräne e.V. association is looking for short films that deal with the topic of „black out“ in all its 
dimensions or ambiguities. 

CLEARING THE HEADLIGHTS + + + DARKENING + + + SILENCE + + + 
POWER FAILURE + + + EXAM FEAR + + + AMNESIA + + + BLACKFALL + 
+ +  BREAK + + + MEMORY LOSS + + + QUIET + + + MEMORY GAP + + + 
COMPLETE + + + SILENCE OF THE MEDIA + + + 

Suddenly the supposedly normal changes completely.
Everything becomes dark, silent, calm, empty - catastrophe or opportunity?
This void needs to be explored and filled. How real can a blackout be? 

exhibition venue „Lichtspieltheater der Jugend“ Frankfurt Oder

OVERVIEW OF EXHIBITION MODALITIES  
-  The video screening „BLACKOUT“ is part of the exhibition „Filmriss“ by Endmoräne e.V. 
-  Artists with a focus on Berlin, the state of Brandenburg and Poland are involved in 
 the exhibition „Filmriss“
-  The audience receives an information brochure about the exhibition and the film program 
-  Experience shows that the exhibition is visited by approx. 1000 to 1500 people
- An exhibition catalog will be published subsequently in which all the projects involved are  
 documented
- The film program can be viewed online on the Endmoräne website after the end of the   
 exhibition, provided we have permission from the artists 

ENDMORÄNE - Artists from Brandenburg and Berlin e.V. 
is an association for artistic collaboration between professional female artists from Brandenburg 
and Berlin with a national presence.
The work focusses on  social participation and functions as a collective contribution to the de-
velopment of their area of action - the state of Brandenburg / Berlin.
Since 1991 art exhibition are taking place at abandoned places with space and topic-related 
works. In 2022, the exhibition is to be expanded by an international film program curated by the 
artists themselves. 

IMPLEMENTATION PHASE 
-  The selection of the contributions and the compilation of the program is made by members  
 of the Endmoräne e.V. association and cannot be challenged in court 
-  The selected contributions are presented in a brochure (including artist name, website,   
 brief statement on the work and a film still) 
-  Opening of the exhibition and release of the program on July 2nd, 2021, Frankfurt Oder,   
 Heilbronner Str. 18, 15230 Frankfurt (Oder)

APPLICATION DOCUMENTS
-  Vimeo link, Youtube link or file (no trailer) 
-  Length of the contribution can be variable and should be less than 14min. 
-  completed and signed application form 

Please send in your application documents by March 13, 2022 to:  opencall@endmorane.de 
After reviewing the contributions, we will get in touch with all applicants by email at the beginning 
of May 2022. 

BLACK OUT
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